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SyL7yrus il/edden
No doubt you recall Charley
Stone's longstanding case
seeking a return to the MSOP
media policy of 2007. Charley
astutely noted that subsequent
changes to that policy drastically departed from it. He also
knew that the settlement of
Clark Kruger's original challenge to the first of those
changes called for return to
that 2007 edition and for
keeping that set of rules on
permissible versus impermissible media.
Unfortunately, Clark Kruger
died not long after that settlement, (RIP, Clark. You are
remembered fondly.) In a
sentence, Charley sought to force that return to
that former policy edition on pain of contempt
citation against the responsible MSOP officials.
That was 2011.
Almost right on the heels of that filing, the
Karsjns case was filed, resulting in the imposition of a stay in almost all then-pending federal
cases arising out of MSOP. Stone's case on the
media policy was one of them.
Now we jump forward to late 2019. by which
time the original favorable District Court ruling in
Kar.sywzs-liad been reversed on appeal, and Judge
Frank himself had just followed that up with a
ruling on remand dismissing effectively everything
left in Karsjens He then dissolved that longstanding stay. Charley went back into action, 9efore
long, the judge in the Stone case set a new scheduling order. One of its provision called for filing
any amended complaint by March 29, 2019.
At this point, 'the usual suspects' began holding
discussions with Charley about whore he wanted
to go with that case, considering that the original
rollback of the media policy to its 2097 embodiment would by now be a comparatively rather
shallow victory. In the meantime, numerous court
decisions had been handed down by federal judges
around the country, granting sex offenders in
general, and specifically those on parole and even
those in sex offender commitment facilities some
measure of First Amendment claim victories.
A few MSOP residents I have talked to have
said, 'Why bother? Why don't you just focus on
getting us out of here?" Well, the answer is that
those of us in that struggle are already continuing

Great Oak )"Charter Oak")
to do everything that can be done right now.
Please have patience.
WE all know that the S/addeucose is temporarily stalled, waiting for the Karsjnscase to wind up.
This is unavoidable. It is also always possible that
Arsjthsmay get resurrected in this last phase. If
that actually happens. it will change everything
with regard to the Sladden case.
If the b'/adden case still must go forward, we
are looking at its likely progression through the
federal courts that will likely be every day as long
as the ,fers,/ens case took. Thus, For the time
being, we remain stuck here. We might as well be
as comfortable and have as many rights as we still
can in this contest until we can regain our freedom.
It is true that the Arsj'ns case itself sought to
correct many conditions of our confinement here.
However, most of that was connected to the lack
of periodic independent reassessments and inadequate treatment and unprofessional practices in
it.
While the First Amendment was implicated in a
couple of the claims in (arsjvn.r those claims
were coupled with the main thrust in that case,
instead founded mainly on the substantive due
process guarantee of the Fourteenth Amendment.
As I'm sure you'll recall, we were all badly dismayed when the federal Eighth Circuit Court of
Appeals overturned Judge Frank's favorable ruling
in Karsjvns That ruling maintained that only state
-employee deeds or omissions that "shock the
conscience" can suffice in a suit based on substantive due process.

Whether that austere
standard (almost never
attainable by any litigant)
was ever truly correct and
even if so, whether it remains applicable after a
later U.S. Supreme Court
case called A'd7gs/ey remains to be seen, whether
in rtsi'sjens or in S/at/thin
However, for the time
being, take heart in the fact
that that standard has
never been applied to any
First Amendment lawsuit.
Cases under the First
Amendment have their own
separate standards instead.
It would take a U.S. Supreme Court ruling to
change that. Such a ruling is extremely unlikely,
given the special, especially hallowed status of
the First Amendment in Supreme Court jurisprudence over the two-and-n-quarter centuries
since the founding of our country.
That set of First Amendment decisional standards are applied more firmly the larger the First
Amendment case is in o given case. With all due
respect to Ksrsjvns its few First Amendment
issues were somewhat isolated and were treated
by the federal courts as relatively inconsequential compared to the main issue of whether being
deprived of any meaningful opportunity to
achieve release from MSOP confinement violated
substantive due process. In the context of this
replacement complaint in the Stone case, this
focus on the First Amendment, with only two
incidental additional counts citing due process
violations, we stand a vary good chance of avoiding the fate of Karsjabisend even a decent chance
of resurrecting the First Amendment allegations
in Korsjvnsas part of a broader First Amendment
claim in Stone
After the usual clicking of the cogitation ratchets, a consensus emerged suggesting a massive
broadening of that Stone complaint keeping the
original claim, but adding numerous additional
claims that sounded as violations directly of the
First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution itself.
After something like a formal presentation.
Charley graciously agreed to this proposal. A
two-month period of drafting and redrafting of
allegations and formal counts churned away.
(Continued on page 2)
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Factual Allegation Sections in the Sscofld4/neflo'sdCflfflp/akl/

I. Deprivation of Any Access Whatsoever by Plaintiffs to the Internet
Finally, as the deadline for that filing drew
near, the new replacement complaint took 2. Minn. Stat, B 2488,04, Subd, 2 (2004) Is Overly Broad And Vague, Has A Chilling Effect Of Plaintiffs Protected Speech, And, Together with
the Current Lack Of Application Of The "2007 Media Policy," gives MSOP Defendants Arbitrary And Capricious Discretion In Prohibit
shape and was finalized.
The long-awaited Second Amended ComProtected Speech, in Violation of the First and Fourteenth Amendments of the United States Constitution.
plaint in the Skiize Media Ease has now just 3. Radical, Frequent Changes in MSOP "Media Policy" Both Prohibit Media and Alternately Create a 'Chilling Effect' on Exercise of First
been filed, just in time for the court-imposed
Amendment Rights to Receive and Possess Materials Protected by the First Amendment.
deadline. This does not moan that this new
4. The MSOP Media Policy, with Categorical Hans on Videos and Two Cumulative Systems of Censorship Based on Content, Lacks Any Compelreplacement complaint will be accepted as a
ling Basis or Even Merely Any Reasonable Relationship to a Governmental Interest, Omen the Lock of Any Scientifically Valid and Reliable
way to transform that case into the historyProof
of Any Cause-and-Effect Relationship Between Viewing of Videos Containing Such Content end Subsequent Criminal Sexual Crimes,
making, comprehensive First Amendment
Notwithstanding the Possibility of Derivation of Sexual Stimulation Therefrom by Viewers, Including Plaintiff Class Members.
case that we hope for. Only time and consideration by the judge in that case will deter- 5. The MSOP Video Censorship Process Locks Any Procedural Due Process or Any Essential Fairness Otherwise Required for Denial of a First
mine that. More on that aspect below.
Amendment Right to Acquire, Possess, and to View Video Disc-Based Movies, Documentaries, Instruction, or Other Programming and
First however, lets look into the now
Includes Actions by MSOP Defendants That Thwart Plaintiffs' Ability to Contest the Facts Claimed to Justify Censorship of the Particular
proposed replacement complaint in some
Video and Automatic Affirmance of Any MSDP Defendant's Decision to Reject a Given Video.
detail. The first observation is that it is
B. Bans, Limits and Requirements by MSOP upon Newsletter Creation, Printing, and Distribution by Plaintiffs.
enormous -. 17O pages in overall length.
This length and the complaints complexity 7. MSOP Ban on Personal Computing Equipment and Inadequate Computing Equipment Furnished for Plaintiffs' Use.
forced inclusion of a table of contents - H. MSOP Restriction on Printed Material.
something seldom seen in a lawsuit com- H. MSUP Cumulative Restriction on Printed Material on Claims of Either Institutional Security or Public Safety.
plaint. It includes factual allegations divided ID. MSOP Further Cumulatively Imposes a Separate Censorship System Based on Impression of Any Video or Printed Media Item(s) as Supinto no less than 28 separate sections, each
posedly Being "Counter-Therapeutic".
one addressing some specific violation,
II. Retention of Media Items Taken by MSOP Clinical Staff as "Media Review" to Search for Counter-Therapeutic Content for an Unreasonably
shortcoming, or problem under the First
Long Time Period.
Amendment. It took a page and a half just to
list all of the Defendants that were involved 12. Confiscation and Retention of Media Items and Equipment as Punishment and/or Retaliation for Unrelated Rule Violations or Unrelated
Behavioral Conduct Not Comprising A Rule Violation but Nonetheless Disapproved of by MSOP Defendants.
in one or more of all of these distinct allegations. Some remain unknown and are includ- IS. MSDP Defendants Unreasonably Delay Approval of Visiting Applications and Ben Visitors Without Explanation or Reasonable Basis in Instied simply in descriptions by class of defendtutional Security, Including Denying Visiting by a Media Representative, or flue to on Unexplained Finding That a Proposed Visitor Is
ants.
"Counter-Therapeutic" or Due to an Adult Visitor Having Been or Being Claimed by an MSOP Defendant to Have Been a Victim of the PlainThe second point of note is that it is
tiff Sought to Be Visited.
presented as a proposed class action. This
14. MSOP Denial of Phone and/or Mail Contact with a Divan Correspondent/Conversant Without Explanation Other Than a Conclusory Claim of
is to ensure that, if allowed to proceed as
That Person Having a 'Counter-Therapeutic' Influence.
such, this lawsuit will continue on for the
IS.
Denial to Plaintiffs nf'Skype-Style.' Internet-Carried Verbal and Visual Communication.
benefit of all MSOP residents no matter what
may happen to any of its five Named Plain- lB. MSOP Defendants' Failure to Allow C.IJ.R.E.-S.D.R.T Conference Call Participation by Plaintiffs Using Existing Equipment at an Unused Time
tiffs' (Charley Stone, Cy gladden, Pete Len(on one Weekend per Month at Midday) to Discuss the Legal Rights of Committed Sex Offenders, Including and Directly Affecting Plaintiffs.
argon, Ray Semler, Mike Whipple, and Joe 17. Denial to Plaintiffs of a Phone System Through Which Connection to Toll-Free Phone Numbers and Caller Use of Automated Answering
Favors). If we are net successful at insertSystems and Voicemail Can Be Achieved Without Difficulty or Extra Charge(s).
ing this complaint into the Stamr Media Case,
8.
Monitoring
and Recording of Plaintiffs' Phone Cells, Reading and Digitally Scanning of Mail to and from Plaintiffs, and Archiving all Recordwe will file it as a separate lawsuit.
ings and Mail.
Third. this is not a lawsuit for cash, only
for declaratory end injunctive relief. Just as lB. Limitation of "Legal Calls' to Only listed Attorneys.
in the (arsjvws and S/adds,, cases, this will 20.MSDP Refusal to Grant Legal/Confidential Mail Status to Correspondence to or from the Minnesota Attorney General, and Certain Governprevent the Defendants from being able to
ment Officials Deprives Plaintiffs of Privacy in Such Correspondence, in Violation of Plaintiffs' Rights Under the First. Ninth, and Fourdemand a jury. Bluntly, juries have never
teenth Amendments.
been a convicted sex offenders friend. If we
21, Forced Communication of Plaintiffs' Status as Being Confined Within "a Secure Treatment Facility."
sought cash from a jury, chances are we
would simply get a verdict of no liability in 22.Exclusion of"Mail-a-Bnok" Books and Videos and All Media Items Available from Any Library Loan Service or Other Landing Service.
return. This would not just deny us damages,
it would also stop us cold from getting any
injunctive relief either. In this light, the
wisdom of avoiding a jury should be clear.
The specific factual allegation sections in
the Second Amended Complaint are listed in
the inset box in the next column. The
'headliner' is the claim for Internet access.
In previous TLP editions, this claim has
already been discussed. The other claims
mostly speak for themselves in the list at
right.
Of note. Section 2 in this list reprises
Charley Stones original two counts, and

23.MSOP Defendants' Insistence That Plaintiffs Enrolled in Treatment Participate in Interrogations Using Polygraphy and Demanding
'Admission' of and Discussion about Unconvicted, Uncharged, and Even Unalleged, Conjectured Sex Crimes and 'Admission' of and Discussion about Every Rule Infraction by Treatment-Enrolled Plaintiffs.
24.MSOP Policy Denying All Books Except Those Sent Directly from a Publisher or Commercial Book Vender
25.MSDP Policy of Rejection of Merchandise Arriving from Firm Whose Practice Is to Address Merchandise Packages by First Initial and Lost
Name of Recipient
28.MSOP Policy of Denying Any Radio Capable of Receiving Any Shortwave Broadcast Band in the Absence of Any Actual Threat Therefrom to
Institutional Security
27.MSOP Policy of Denying Acquisition and Possession by Plaintiffs of a Hearing Aid or Hearing Enhancer to Palliate the Common Condition of
Selective Frequency Hearing Unclarity as on Artificial Obstruction to Hearing Human Voices in Loud Environments, Thereby Depriving
Plaintiffs of the Right to Full and Accurate Perception of Communication in Violation of the First Amendment
28.MSOP Retaliation for Exercise of First Amendment Rights

(Continued on page 3)
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these are restated verbatim as Counts I and
2 in this Second Amended Complaint.
Count 3 in this Complaint, however, is
somewhat unique in that it bundles' all other
factual allegations sounding under the First
Amendment in this case. The point to this is
to show the Court that the combined impact
of all such allegations in this Complaint has
been to Effectively deprive us of every shard
of our First Amendment rights, such that all
such deprivations should be considered
essentially as one combined First Amendment violation. In this context, then, the only
remaining question is what relief is proper to
cure all such deprivations.
This is for preferable to stating each of
these sections of factual allegations as
separate counts. Taking the latter approach
only makes it easier to think of each of these
allegations as separate (and mostly, perhaps
comparatively trivial matters, considered
alone). To state everything separately would
simply make it easier for defense counsel to
'divide and conquer' our various claims.
Uniting them makes it virtually impossible For
the defense to achieve dismissal of all aspects of such a united count.
Finally, as implied above, the last two
counts (Counts 4 and 5) sound in substantive
and procedural duo process violations,
respectively.
A profoundly important point is that the
Turner P. Seu/ey doctrine, limiting First
Amendment rights as to prisoners, does not
apply to us, given that we are not convicts
serving sentences in prison. Instead, we fall
under jurisprudence specific to mental
health facilities. This is profoundly significant, since inmates of the latter facilities
essentially retain their First Amendment
rights intact.
Indeed, the importance of our First
Amendment rights is far greater to us than it
is to such inmates of 'traditional' mental
hospitals since, in most cases, the stays of
such inmates are fairly short. In contrast,
almost all of us have been, or almost certainly will be confined in MSOP for a decade air
more at a minimum - perhaps more likely at
least twice that time.
As Paragraph 73 of this Complaint states:
"Na scientifically valid, reliable data exists to
support notions that exposure to media
content of certain types, such as sexual
conduct display or nude depictions, would
cause Plaintiffs to act in any criminal, or
simply generally sexual or hostile wey,
whether while confined or in some future
years after some theorized eventual release
(even if probable, contrary to reality). These
notions have been nothing more than a myth
perpetuated by MSDP Defendants as an
excuse to deny Plaintiffs Internet access (i.e..

Unless you want to live for the rest of your days in a place as isolated as this, let us hear from youl
access to society), both because of their
animus toward Plaintiffs, and to avoid political flack by those in the general public who
share the same animus toward those convicted of sex offenses. For these reasons,
there is no legitimate justification the restrictions on Plaintiffs' First Amendment
rights imposed upon Plaintiffs by MSDP
Defendants or their administrative overlord,
the Minnesota Department of Human Services."
Therefore, there is no legitimate excuse
for MSDP to deprive us of any of our First
Amendment rights - including the right to
efficient communication and to receive
information, viewpoints and entertainment
via the de facto sole means of such efficient
communication and such receipt in the
modern age, namely, the Internet. As Paragraphs 75 and 78 state,
"The MSDP Defendants, and each of thom,
have, during the full duration of the existence
of MSCP, declined and refused to allow Plaintiffs any means of access to the Internet for
any purpose. Such restriction includes,
without limitation but simply as examples,
purposes of: receiving education: employment: performing factual research into
scholarly texts, articles, and other resource
materials: communicating with those not
confined by economical and efficient means
of exchange of text massages and/or email,
and/or alternatively, of real-time dialog via
video or audio-only telephony, as well as
other means of digital communication: reading and listening to various matters of opinion on important and currant issues and,
conversely, placing opinions in various Internet fore designed for the purpose, including
illustratively, but without limitation, weblog
Posts and participation in 'open mic'
"podcasts" and other forms of online conference participation (whether generally or as
specific to a given issue or category of

issues): watching and listening to various
Forms of entertainment offered for real-time
viewing or for download (either for free or
for pay): and participating in commerce
through the selection and purchase of goods
allowed to be purchased and received for
use within MSOP by Plaintiffs.
"MSDP Defendants have completely denied
to Plaintiffs any and all means of access to
the Internet, in turn, given the ubiquity of the
Internet in modern life, effecting a near total
deprivation to Plaintiffs and each of them of
all access to education, to employment to
information, to communication, to entertainment and to permitted commerce."
The third section of Facts narrates retaliation against Plaintiff Gladden (ma) arising
from two things. First I have persuaded
MSUP residents and the public at large that
sex offender commitment is antiscientific
and really just a political device to effect
permanent confinement on people deemed
as former sax-crime recidivists. I have also
maintained that what is claimed by MSOP to
be treatment of sax offenders is really
nothing of the kind; instead it just a destructive brainwashing program and a phenomenal deliberate waste of life of those committed to MSOP under the ridiculous excuse of
their modality of treatment taking an unheard-of IS to 2D years to complete.
Retaliation has also been imposed upon
ma because I have spoken openly (but politely) in my Core Group meetings on occasion in
passing of the irrelevance of the Matrix goals
to the issue of sexual recidivism.
For this most of all and without any disrespectful, angry, or profane speech, I was
terminated from my Core Group and I am
now being forced into a punitive "Application
Group" and to complete a multi-part
"Individual Program Plan" (IPP") requiring
acknowledgment of the supposed truth of
MSDP treatment precepts and convincing

F irst Amendment to the Constitution of the United 5tatcs,
part of the

iIl of Rights, which reacts,

"Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or pro
kihitir g the free exercise thereof; or abridging the. freedom of speech, or of
the press; ortlie right of the people peaceably to assemble, ancl to petition
the Government fora redress of grievances."
3

demonstration of allegiance to and proficiency at MSOP modes of participation by
group attendees at applying various selfcastigating forms of such participation
modes.
I have been threatened with revocation of
my currently running parole, apparently
alternatively for any failure or shortcoming
in this IPP. Even were this a valid made of
treatment that actually could lead toward
completion and release, it is extremely
unethical to punish one for simply not doing
well in treatment. Because the condition of
My parole claimed to be violated in this way
is allegedly not "completing" treatment, at
its best, this requires proof that I em supposedly 'flunking' treatment. Hence, it is
really the same unethical thing.
This is compounded by the recent failure
of MSOP to get a Department of Corrections
hearing officer to revoke the parole of three
MSDP residents (in their cases, for not
attending treatment at all). At least one of
these residents presented evidence consisting of the transcript of testimony by an
MSOP official in the Ksrsfrus case to the
effect that "completion of treatment" is not
an attainable goal in MSOP. Revocation of
parole was denied by that hearing officer
because of this impossibility of doing what
the release condition requires. That testimony was putting the matter for too lightly.
Paragraph 243 of this Complaint states;
"MSDP Clinical Department Defendants
exhibit a pattern of recalcitrant resistance
to almost every requested release, thereby
implicitly claiming that they have only been
able to release about 20 of the approximately 820 committed thus far to MSDP
(including the 73 deceased while in confinement) over the course of the 25 years of
MSOP's existence. At this failing rate of
treatment success, it will take approximately
750 years to release the remainder of those
now-surviving individuals already under
commitment (disregarding further deaths
and those who will almost certainly be
committed later), in order to empty MSDP of
its current residents. This is no treatment
system toward release: it is simply a politically tasked, secondarily punitive, deathpenalty execution system -- with death in
confinement for almost everyone presently
confined simply postponed until execution is
carried out by natural causes."
More fundamentally, forcing one to make
statements that he does not wish to make,
especially when he regards such statements
as falsehoods and repugnant contradictions
of fundamental truths of life, on pain of any
punitive measure to be imposed on failure to
so state, as a fundamental transgression of
two protections of the First Amendment:
freedom From being forced to speak against
one's will, and violation of one's right to
(Continued on page 4)
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those thought in qualify in join as 'collective Gladden Excerpt:

plaintiffs" in the Wage Case would be sent a
Functionally, It's
reply form by which to register their desire
Attainder. (Quacks
to join in that case.
The list of those thought to qualify was Like a Duck Analysis,
drawn up by the Minnesota State operated
Final Part)
Services office, They listed 574 MSUP residents as presumably qualified to join as
collective plaintiffs in the case. I urged Editor's Note: The last TLP edition printed
everyone getting that notification to return the second part of the excerpts from the
that reply form right away. At present, this /2/adden Complaint on this topic. This final
process has now been underway for nearly a installment ends these excerpts and offers
closing observations by the editor.
month.
According to the attorney representing us
(Charley Alden), 477 MSDP residents who "Jzidic/alIJ/srx"yardnf the /?equkwd Ne/areceived that notification sent beck forms t/tm thu wean a Nirn-Punitive Purpose and
that his law office received. This left just a £'.an,mitment Under Said Act Skews Its
little less then a hundred of those to whom Pan/live Per.tnanimt Preventive flatent/im
those notices were sent who haven't suc- Fuactkrn.
Minnesota appellate court decisions as to
ceeded to data in getting the reply form back
sex offender commitment and non-release
to that law office.
In both MSUP-ML and MSDP-SP, extensive reveal a blatant state judicial regard of the
efforts have been made to reach each per- due process requirement of a reasonable
son among that near-one hundred to see if relation between duration of commitment
they actually received the notification and if confinement and a non-punitive purpose.
they sent the reply form back to that law This disregard further reveals the punitive
nature of the permanent preventive detenoffice.
Thanks to the efforts of Dave Jannetta, tion effected by sex offender commitment
almost everyone in MSUP-ML on that list of pursuant to said An/and hence, its attainder
no replies has now been contacted. The nature under the functional analysis of bills
largest number of these either stated that of attainder.
Thus, Warren,.! il/yes. "Erosion of Constithey had sent the form in or said that they
tutional Rights in Commitment of Sex Offendnever received the notification mailing.
Jannetta gave all in both of these groups ers," 29 Wllkum Mitchell/nw ,I'eww 1241, at
the form to fill nut and the address to send it 125B (2003). states, "Concerns rise from the
to. The latest checking indicates that almost fact that a nominally civil sanction is used to
all of these have sent that form to the law extend the confinement of persons who have
office. Only a few have just flatly refused to served their sentences for crimes....
[Footnote lOB: "In Kansas v. //endriZ'b. 521
do so.
In MSDP-SP, Dave Gamble has made the U.S. 346 (1990), the Kansas Supreme Court
same strong effort. HE ton has reached held that the Kansas commitment Act was
many. However, because that facility does punitive in nature and therefore a criminal
not have the same extended hours of open statute triggering double jeopardy."] "Since
**
movement, henouns s substantial number of IGGII, only one person has been placed on
its residents are actually outside of the provisional discharge. The absence of comWage Case Update
perimeter in the CPS building, and because pletion would suggest that as MSDP is curFinal Boarding Call for many among those inside the perimeter are rently operated, the primary purpose for the
is preventive detention." Eat P.
the Wage Case. Don't either on reduced Tier status or are on commitment
temporary RS-2 or RS-3 status, it has been 257:1 "Justice Rosalie Wahl, in a strong
Be Left Behind!
unusually difficult to reach everyone there. dissent, stated that the SPP statute violates
Dave Gamble continues to make all possible the Due Process and Equal Protection Clauses of the Fourteenth Amendment of the
Efforts despite these limitations.
If for any reason, you have not already soot United States Constitution and 'is creating a
in a reply form, you should do so at once. Be system of wholesale preventive detention."
sure to contact either Dana Jannetta in 557 N.W.2d 171, 2111 (Minn. 1996)]
As to the fact that "treatment" is offered
MSDP-ML or Dave Gamble in MSDP-SP as
soon as possible and follow instructions you in such detention, the parallel fact that
will then be given. Do not forget: If you fail treatment is typically offered (if not required
to send in that reply form in time, you will not of) sex offenders in prison does not change
be allowed to join the lawsuit for back wages. the character of imprisonment to anything
This could cost you thousands of bucks. other than incarceration. Her does such
treatment change MSOP's true predominant
Don't say you haven't been warned!
function from such preventive detention,
Treatment of sex offenders is also provided
In the last update on the Wage Case, I
ubiquitously throughout Minnesota in nondescribed the notification process by which
detention settings. Treatment does not

freedom of thought, of personal conscience,
and emotional experience and reaction. In
short, this is bald brainwashing. We do not
live in a totalitarian country where brainwashing by government agents is permitted,
and I fervently hope we never do.
This is why this had to be a part of this
Complaint. It turns out that numerous individuals are being subjected at the same time
to this 'Application Group' with ulPP. It is a
classic claim for a class action complaint. I
fervently hope it succeeds.
The reason for delving this deeply into the
newly filed Second Amended Complaint in the
Stanfl case is to enable everyone present in
MSDP to think about their own experiences of
similar kinds to those listed in the enumeration above of specific factual patterns of
known First Amendment free speech violations. Additionally, you may have other kinds
of experiences not listed here that you
believe deny you one or more of your First
Amendment rights (excluding religious issues, which, simply to keep hulk down, we
are forced to leave behind this time). Should
either kinds of experiences (those similar
and those not) come to mind, we want to
reed at least a little about them. You can
eiher write them up as a formal
'adffidovit"/"decleretion" or as a mere note.
Then please personally hand these to any of
the five Named Plaintiffs (again: Joe Favors,
Cyrus Gladden, Peter Lunergan, Ray Semler,
Charley Stone, or Michael Whipple). These
can be useful as evidence to document what
we are saying about these First Amendment
violations. Winning this case will be a true
'game changer' as to how daily life proceeds
here in MSUP. Hence, your participation is
crucially helpful this time. We'll look to hear
from you!
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Prisoners of War, World War II

require detention. Despite the panic-speech
mantra of "dangerousness," the facts are
that: (I) virtually all sex offenders are planed
on ISR upon prison-release; and (2) no sex
offender on ISR has ever committed a sex
offense. Incidentally, a third fact is that
such treatment is required of every 59placed sex offender,
Functionally, since the claimed, larger
goal of such commitment statutes is to
prevent sex crimes, those laws are an utter
failure. H Wakefield "The Vilification of Sex
Offender: On Laws Targeting Sex Offenders
Increase Recidivism and Sexual Violence?",
Jour. Of Sexual Oh/ender 0v17 Commitment'

Science and /he Law Vol.1. pp. 141-14G. at 147
(21106), reports that "There ore no published
studies evaluating whether civil commitment
reduces the rats of sexual offense recidivism or, more specifically, the rate of the
most seriously injurious crimes (citing IS
Levens'oiz "Policy Interventions Designed to
Combat Sexual Violence: Community Notification and Civil Commitment." 12(3/4) Jour.
OfOhf/dSexua/Abuse17-52 ( 2003))
J Sand/er /11 Freenmo IF KM Soc,,
"Does a Watched Pot Boil? A Time-Series
Analysis of New York State's Sex Offender "14 Psychology Puib/k7Pfl1i'y BLsw(No.
4). pp. 284-302 (2008), report that GD% of
all new arrests for say crimes occurred
among those without previous sax-crimes
convictions. This large category of sex
crimes committed by those who have not yet
been charged or convicted remains rampant, as countless news items attest. Unsolved rapes by unknown strangers still
occur, and molestations by every category
of individuals, from parents to teachers, to
priests, to athletic conches, etc., continue.
ErLc' S Janus, "Examining Our Approaches to SEX Offenders D the Law: Minnesota's
Sex Offender Commitment Program: Would
an Empirically-Hosed Prevention Policy Be
More Effective." 28 Wi/lam Mitchell Law
(Continued on page C)

paths and Pendulums; Legal and Psychiatric ble as part of the criminal sentence of each three installments shows that, functionally
DeyfawlD83. 1100-01 [20031), reports at pp. Treatment of Sex Offenders in the United sex offender who might be committed; (2) by speaking, the fact that Minnesota's MOCTA
States," 30 RN tow ,fnn' 89, 890 (2000) community notification procedures; and (3) sex-offender commitment law functions as
1100-UI:
(noting
that in California, housing and treat- by near-constant police surveillance of each an attainder law is beyond any question.
'...[B]etween 89% to 97% of sex offender
recidivists are returned to the community. ment costs for SVPs are five times the costs released sex offender, both during and after Next time: the punitive motivation confirms
As B percentage of all cleared sex crimes in associated with general imprisonment); John completion of his sentence and conditional attainder nature of Minnesota's MCCTA
B given year, sex offender commitments S ta/coo.' "The Costs of Enacting a Sexual release.
commitment laws.
Moreover, from additional allegations
prevent somewhere between two-tenths of Predator Law, 4 Psycho!, Pub. Polk SLaw
community-based
sex
offender
treatsupra,
488,
478-84
(1988)
(surveying
program
1% and half of 1% of the total cleared sexual
implementation costs in several states).] ment has been found to be the only form of
violence in the state. (emphasis supplied).
Meanwhile, untold tans of millions of Continued commitments, with few or no sex offender treatment with any significant "Round Up the
dollars are spent in Minnesota alone to discharges, produce a captive population lessening effect on sex-crime recidivism. Usual Suspects.":
commit each committed person and to keep that is not only growing in absolute numbers, Particularly in conjunction with the highly
Established ARAIs
him committed. Ponder for o minute these but also as a proportion of sex offenders restrictive and closely monitored "intensive"
correctional
supervision
imposed
on
all
sex
under
confinement.
The
share
of
state
Outperformed by
aggregate categories of expenses:
Initial expenses in commitment proceed- prevention and supervision resources going offenders.
Random Factors
In contrast, by the confession by its own
ings of: the prosecution side: the public to SVP programs, rather than to communitydefense side; and judicial and court admin- based programs, will grow correspondingly. therapists and overseeing officials, treatistration costs (complete with hugely expen- The result is a vest misallocation of re- ment in sex offender commitment in MSOP
. 'p
sive opposing experts, usually two-to three- sources, given that SVP programs contain has been conceded to have so little, if any
only a small fraction of sexually violent positive effect that committed offenders
deep per side);
•
Many ensuing years of expensive treat- individuals, compared against the multitude undergoing such treatment are still deemed
ment, housing, security, medical care of sex offenders in communities and correc- by those same MSOP staff themselves to still
(including for those over age 80, at much tional systems.' [See lawc'ence .4. Bruen- be too dangerous to release - and said staff Editor's Note: Sometimes the shortest
higher annual costs) and administrative uivld Sax fl/fences and 5/ odors: An Analy- so declare even as to senior citizen detain- excerpts are the best. Here, in very few
sLs c/Data on Rape and Sexual Assault v-vi ees, and even a decade and more after such words, the following researchers demolish
casts;
the credibility of three respected sexMore rounds of additional legal costs of (1997) (noting that on a given day roughly MSDP-based treatment begins.
These facts demonstrate that preventive offender actuarial assessment instruments.
habeas corpus and other challenges to 234.000 sex offenders are under correctional custody, with about 60% being under detention under rubric of commitment pur- By extension the entire so-called science of
commitment;
suant to said Act is "disproportionately actuarial "risk assessment" is shown to be
Assessment and legal casts of statutory community supervision).]
So if the aim of sex offender commitment severe" as to the claimed end of community sheer guesswork that fare no better in
release proceedings (potentially several per
legislation is seen as more than sheer pre- safety to be served, and is utterly accuracy than randomly made up criteria
inmate, when unsuccessful);
Defense of lawsuits by detainees for ventive detention of certain categories of sea "inappropriate" to that end. or to the and of invented on the spot with absolutely no
psychological malpractice, medical negli- offenders, individually, it fails at that larger rehabilitation of sex offenders through underlying science.
gence, poor conditions of confinement, goal of sex-crime prevention by inaccurate, treatment.
unwise misallocation of monetary resources.
Sex offender preventive detention under 4/317 Butters at at. "Sex Offender Risk Asmistreatment by staff, etc.; and
Huge construction costs for new buildings As Sherwin concludes; 'It would be hard to rubric of commitment pursuant to said Act sessment: A Reexamination of the Coffee Can
required by expansion to accommodate more imagine that legislation that continued to serves only one goal: lifetime preventive Study," 42/43 /nt7dour. Of /awflPsychdqtry
inflict deprivations on people would remain detention with no meaningful likelihood of 31-38; 00!: 10.108/l.ijlp.2015.013.004
commitments.
Janus SPrsntkp. supre at p.1447. sum- immune from a bill of attainder challenge release - ever. This is, in the most profound (September 2015)
marize these enormous costs thus: once the legislative purpose relied upon sense. a retroactive death sentence - with [Abstract only:]
"Sexually violent persons programs are when putting it forth was shown to be inef- only the execution of the condemned, de- "There exists a valid concern among forentained sex offender forestalled until natural sic psychology scholars that measures
exceedingly expensive, and growing popula- fective,' (Id. P. 338).
tions of committed sex offenders will require Mimiesota Commitment of Sex fiffanilers causes in the decrepitation of old age take intended for sexual offenders have plateaued
an increasingly disproportionate share of Uadar Said At Is 7l1.7p1-41,9urt717stely their inevitable, final tall - long after any in their predictive accuracy. The current
plausible need for "prevention" has lapsed study examined this concern using the
treatment and prevention dollars..., SVP Severe "far Atta,',dar Parposes.
,Vlrcn, supro at p. 473, illustrates the from those same vicissitudes of passing into 'coffee can' methodology of Kronar Hifi and
programs divert scare funds from other,
potentially more effective, sexual violence abiding historical concern with "deprivations and out of middle-age. In sum, the foregoing Redden (2005). The Iowa Sex Offender Risk
prevention strategies." Thus, by reason of and disabilities so disproportionately severe facts demonstrate that the Act is dispropor- Assessment (130948). Level of Service
Inventory - Revised (LSI-R). and Static-999
such huge costs, that much less can be spent and so inappropriate to non-punitive needs tionately severe for attainder purposes."
were used to predict various methods of
on sex-crime prevention programs and even that they unquestionably fall within the
detected recidivism (general, sexual, and
on detection and apprehension of offenders. proscription of [the Bill of Attainder
violent recidivism) as compared to three
Effectively, this is rather like closely moni- Clause]." Accord, e.g.: New York State
randomly generated measures and a
toring the back door of a large public venue fraw/ers Ass'n g Jur/,irg 764 F. Supp. 24
weighted generated measure. Independent
while leaving the front door open and unat- (E.D. N.Y. (1991); Fasiv Cayetano, 752 F.Supp.
942 (0. Hew. 990).
correlation and receiver operating charactended.
Assuming arguendo that 'public safety' is
teristic comparisons found that in almost all
EP/C S Janus S Wayne togaiz
cases, generated measures outperformed
"Substantive Due Process and the Involun- Claimed to he a non-punitive purpose
established measures..,, [emphases suptary Confinement of Sexually Violent Preda- (although preventive detention is inherently
It's a duck!
plied]"
tors," 35 511m7. L Rev 318 (Winter. 2003), punitive), the fact remains that public safety
explain this misallocation of resources more against potential recidivism by sex offenders
Editor's Closinn Note:
is amply served: (I) by intensive supervised
fully:
(at p. 383): 'SVP programs consume release (including extension of that status on In the last three TLP editions, we have
prodigious resources. [See Samuel Jon "conditional release" regardless of earlier examined the functional analysis of a sus(Continued on page 6)
Brake! II James I. Cavenaugh. "Of Psycho- sentence expiration) that is already applica- pected bill of attainder law. Each of these
(Continued from page 4)
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Have You Been Luproned?
You May Never Know.

The Troublesome
'Ethics' of Sex
Offender Treatment

Lupron Used as Libi- Editors Note: In the following excerpts, the
author questions claimed ethics claimed an
do Suppressor on limits
and boundaries by therapists of sex
Sex Offenders.
offenders, especially in either incarcerated
or civilly committed circumstances. You
may find these excerpts thought-provoking
as well as revealing of the fact that few
ethical restrictions exist to provide any real
boundaries that therapists 'rust not cross.
The author suggests transitioning to a differant paradigm, 'therapeutic jurisprudence.
a closing editor's note will suggest an application of this that will obviate long-term
commitment of sex offenders.

virtues include, apart from the traditional
"health care virtues" (such as trustworthiness, honesty, kindness etc), specifically
important virtues in mantel health work such
as compassion, humility, fidelity, respect for
confidentiality, veracity, prudence, warmth
Bit 6Yassr Commentary: "An Ethical Para- and sensitivity, and perseverance (Redden
digm for Sex Offender Treatment: A Re- 20112).
sponse to Levenson and O'Amora," 00) Herein lies the problem for therapists atWesteruCr/n7h7o/ogj',?evi'wl54-I60 (2005): tempting to provide contemporary and evi"WHAT IS ETHICAL MENTAL HEALTH PRACTICE? dence-based treatment for sex offenders. As I
When mental health clinicians treat sexual attempted to demonstrate in my previous
offenders, a fundamental ethical issue is that paper, the practices followed by these theraof whether there is a cede of ethics which pists, by their very nature, cannot conform to
distinguishes their practice from codes these specialized and sometimes very rigorwhich might be followed by other profession- ous ethical rules which appear to be so neces"Sex
Predator
Laws:
A
PowerkfarA'Afc//rr,K
als involved with such offenders (e.g. law sary for mental practitioners to fulfill their
ful New Tool for State Control," ZM,qsz4m', enforcement officers, legal practitioners, traditional roles.,,.
Nov. 20111
correctional officers etc.). Indeed, much ...[T]he point must be mode that a clinical
"Unapproved drugs such as Lupron lower recent debate has been focused on whether intervention cannot be ethically justified by
the predator's desire for sex. Lupron is a there is a 'unique" ethics for psychiatrists the fact that it works or even by its widenew class of pharmaceutical whose sole (and, by implication, other mental health spread use by various practitioners in the
approved use is for endometriosis. Its professionals; see 1?add8ir 2002. 2004: also area.
debilitating side effects have generated see Cruwdilfi 2005, 2004). There seems to What is it that sex offender therapists do
controversy in the short time it has been on be considerable agreement that mental which so obviously breaches traditional codes
the market, including the establishment of a health ethics emphasizes three issues which of mental health ethics? A breed answer to
Notional Lupron Victims Network. It is the are probably not as prominent in other this question may be found in the documents
drug of choice to use on predators because professional work (and indeed not as salient kindly referred to by Levenson and fl'Amora
of a handful of reports in the medical litera- for nunmental health helping professionals). (and I apologize for not referring to them in
ture r.laiming that it suppresses nec fanta- These include the features of the therapeutic my own previous paper). These are the Prosies better than the safer and more proven relationship (which is the "key ingredient in fessional Code of Ethics of the Association for
anti-androgens used by cancer patients and therapeutic effectiveness"), the vulnerabili- the Treatment of Sexual Abusers (2001a) and
gender-variant individuals."
ties of the psychiatric patient (including not the same Association's "Practice Standards
only their diminished judgment and autonomy and Guidelines for Members of the Association
Editor's End Note: Lupron can be given in pill but also the stigma and exploitation to which for the Treatment of Sexual Abusers" (2001b).
form or in an oral liquid whose subtle taste they are ' often exposed), and the Interestingly enough, the Code of Ethics
can easily be overwhelmed by some Kool Aid "therapeutic project" (which, at the very makes no mention of issues such as the
or other soft drink in which it is diluted. least, "seeks to restore some earlier level of primary obligation of therapists, However, the
Especially in this last method, it could be functioning and to relieve debilitating signs "Standards and Guidelines" state unequivocalimpossible to tell whether you had ingested and symptoms." See particularly Baddilfi ly as their first "guiding principle" that:
Community safety takes precedence over
Lupron. Perhaps the best question to ask 2002).
yourself is: Have you somewhat mysterious- p. 55: ".[T]his specific role conferring other considerations and ultimately is in the
ly lost a significant percentage of your libido, morel obligations on mental health clinicians best interests of sexual abusers and their
•and specifically, of your ability to sexually cannot be simply feigned or played out like a families.
fantasize lately? Could this be the cause?
soap opera. They cannot manipulate or [pp. 155-50] Other important guiding princideceive clients, particularly clients who, by ples include:
Many sexual abusers will not comply with
the nature of their condition, may have
treatment
or supervision requirements
difficulty in distinguishing the genuine from
without
external
motivation, Internal motivathe fake. Rather, the therapist has to possess certain specific virtues which enable tion improves the prognosis for completing a
them to perform their role successfully (to treatment program, but in and of itself may
"inhabit", rather than act, their role). Such not be sufficient for treatment engagement
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and compliance.
.• Criminal investigation, prosecution and
a court order requiring specialized sexual
abuser treatment are important components of effective intervention and management....
• members should work co-operatively
with probation/parole officers, child
welfare workers, clients' support persons
and therapists working with victims. (ATSA
2011lb).
F. ISO: All of these principles clearly state
that:
A. "Community Safety" always trumps
any other therapeutic considerations,
including respect for an offender's autonomy or personal opinions. Indeed, with the
justification of "community safety", the
therapists can choose to completely ignore these.
0. The therapist is justified in using force
("external motivation") to make an offender complete a program,
C. The therapist will follow and, if necessary, enforce, the views of community
agencies who may often have no interest in
an offender's welfare (e.g. the police,
courts, corrections officers, victims'
advocates and supporters etc.) in order to
promote "effective intervention and management".
Most importantly of all, this disregard for
the offender's autonomy and welfare is not
an occasional exception to ethical rules
prompted by unusual or extreme circumstances (such as a dire risk of serious harm
to the offender or someone associated with
them) but rather a routine requirement
which is deemed necessary for good treatment practice.
It is obvious that standards and guidelines
such as these cannot in any way be consistent with the ethical mandates for a good
mental health clinician discussed above. The
therapeutic relationship is given, at best, a
secondary role in the therapeutic enterprise: coercion and the enforcement of the
therapist's own values are seen as much
more important influences. Very little account is taken of the vulnerability of the
"patient" and indeed there is a requirement
fur the therapist to administer stateordered coercive measures, no matter how
oppressive these might be for the individual
offender. Finally, the therapeutic enterprise
itself, although admittedly aiming at restoring some type of "normal" functioning for
the offender, deals with problems that the
offender may find neither debilitating nor
maladeptive (even though their behaviors
certainly represent a major risk to vulnerable people in our community).
It is hypocritical to suggest that the ATSA
"Standards and Guidelines" will ultimately
promote treatment "in the best interests of
(Continued on page 7)

(Continued from page 6)

sexual abusers and their families". Cynics
could easily argue that if this is their true
aim, then a therapist would also be morally
obliged to teach sex offenders and those
associated with them, techniques for avoiding detection and prosecution of their
crimes. Of course. I in no way endorse such
a view but it highlights the mental gymnastics that one has to perform in order to
reach the conclusion that therapists coercively acting as agents of social control can
still see themselves as being primarily
interested in their clients welfare....
P. 58-57: Redden warns that feigning traits
such as honesty, compassion, etc. ultimately
results in manipulation and deception of the
patient and corruption of the therapist's own
character because the patient, due to their
vulnerability in a therapeutic relationship,
has less chance of recognizing the therapists pretenses....
P. 157' ...[O]espito what the therapist says,
and because they are a mental health clinician or, at the very least, present themselves as a therapist, it is understandable
that the offender/client will expect them
ultimately to give ethical priority to issues
such as the therapeutic relationship, the
vulnerability of the client, and the benefit of
therapy for the client as an individual.
Often, of course, there will be little or no
conflict between these matters of ethical
concern and other matters for which the
therapist is responsible such as the protection of society and the need to cooperate
with agencies who may have no interest in
the client's welfare. However, where there is
such conflict, the therapist has the potential
to become as devious and deceptive (of both
self and others) as the client. This deviousness and deception can take many forms.
...[EJncouraging an offender to be open and
honest about prior offences (particularly
undetected ones) may improve the offender's ability to trust the therapist, but also
promotes self-incrimination which may
ultimately be severely detrimental to him.
pp. 157-58' ...[Amy therapist who is assisting an offender to acquire the skills which
will help them achieve the "good life" without
resorting to criminal activity must offer
"concrete possibilities" (as Ward emphasizes) for them to do so. Importantly therapists
must, as far as possible offer demonstrations in their own interactions with offenders
as to how thes e possibilities can be realized.
Clearly, on offender is unlikely to abandon
the deviousness and self-deception at which
so many sex offenders become so adept, if
the therapist, even inadvertently, repeatedly
shows ulterior motives and a lack of congruence in their dealings with them.
P. 158: A therapeutic jurisprudence ap-

proach, ...is one answer to the lack of consistency between traditional mental health
codas of practice and the practicalities of
treating sex offenders, It is, as noted there,
the "study of the rule of the law as a therapeutic agent" and, in particular, of the influence of the law on emotions and on psychological wall-being (Wexler and Winick 1998:
xvii)....[T]he perspective of therapeutic
jurisprudence on sex offenders, for example.
emphasizes the continuing importance of
preserving the civil and legal rights of individual offenders and, particularly, the avoidance of unjust outcomes such as overly
harsh punishments, even if justified in the
New/es/and Journal ciPsychiatry 30: 52-59
name of "treatment......
Therapeutic jurisprudence, therefore, /?eddsn 1 (2004). The debate continues:
recognizes that, generally, the protection unique ethics for psychiatry. Australian end
Of society can be better guaranteed if the Hew Zealand Journal ofPsychiatrp 38: 115-lID
Offender dues not have to sacrifice too much Wex/erflllendWãw'ckSJ(lBBB). Law in a
in their lives to lead a law-abiding lifestyle therapeutic Key: Developments in Therapeutic
and, in particular, that the offender retains, Jurisprudence. Durham NC: Carolina Academas far as possible, the normal legal rights ic Press.
and privileges of any other citizen.
The reader will immediately see that the Editor's End Commentary: Apart From probaim is not primarily that of more humane lems of deceit and other ethical violations by
treatment of the offender (although this is therapists, the really big problem with treatcertainly a welcome "side-effect"). Rather, ment in sex offender commitment is that,
it involves a community protection initiative whether deliberately or merely as on unintended outcome, it takes a minimum of a
that
[is] both smart and tough. It strikes an decade and a half - more often two or more
appropriate balance between enhancing decades —before therapists and assessors
community safety by aggressively monitor- can agree that a given treatment participant
ing more sex offenders in the community, is 'ready' for release.
while also creating and managing powerful Further, in many cases, even at this point so
incentives for sax offenders to invest in far down the line therapists will still deny that
rehabilitation, thereby reducing sexual the treatment participant can be released
recidivism and increasing community with any assurance of safety of society.
protection. (La Fond and Winick 2003:320). At best, this is a portrait of a treatment
p. 159' ...[S]ex offenders who have spent so program in profound failure - an utter
much of their lives deceiving themselves and failure at significantly reducing risk of reothers as to the true nature ot and motives offense below what aging of a given offender
for, their actions, will certainly derive no in that commitment-term-of-decades would
inspiration to reform from a therapist who, have produced in the absence of any treathowever inadvertently, disguises the true ment.
reason for the various interventions which Indeed, notwithstanding all that treachery
by therapists in the meantime, not even the
they require sex offenders to undertake."
profound impact of such aging is even
Selected References
AssccJx'tb,n for the Treatment Of Sexual acknowledged by such therapists or their inAbusers (ATS4)(200la). Professional Code of house assessors. Nor is the impact of the
equally well known natural tendency toward
Ethics. Beaverton, OR: Author
Asscc,nticn for the Treatment 17f Sexual desistance at any younger age from sexAbusers (ATS4)(2001 b). Practice standards crime recidivism acknowledged or (and much
and guidelines for members of the Associa- more critically) fostered in any intentional,
tion for the treatment of Sexual Abusers, specific way.
In short, it is potently clear that, as presBeaverton, OR
Crowden 4(2003). Ethically sensitive mental ently configured, sex offender commitment is
health care: Is there a need for a unique not really aimed at treatment-to-release, To
ethics for psychiatry? Austra/in and New the contrary, it aims to Find excuses to decline release and to keep each confined
Zealand Journal oiPsyohi'try; 37: 143-149.
Srcwden A (2004) The debate continues: individual permanently detained until death.
unique ethics for psychiatry. Australix'n and Now, therefore, it is time to bite the bullet
and admit that a complete paradigm-change
NewZea/aadJotirns/ufPschiatry, 38//i
l?adder, J (2002) Notes towards a profes- is needed.
sional ethics for psychiatry. Australian and Some time back, I devised a 'short course'
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form of replacement for what has been
passing as 'treatment in sex offender commitment - a replacement that, on average,
can easily graduate participants in a single
year's time at most two years for the exceptionally intellectually sluggish or extremely
unmotivated. (However, I submit that, if
seeing release within such a short period as
a very attainable outcome, very few would
lack motivation to apply themselves with
vigor and close attention.)
I present a terse summary of this 'short
course' alternative again here:
Whet should replace the current conceptualization is a starkly contrasting model of
simple, short, candid indoctrination, with
completely voluntary adjunctive therapy held
out for those who express a need or compelling desire for it, in order to ensure their
personal non-reoffending after release. The
standard indoctrination should consist of two
branches:
(I) A short course of education into the
physical, cognitive, and emotional facts of
sexuality, from the perspective of victims,
both adult and child. The emphasis here is
upon convincing the offenders in this study of
the often devastating consequences to victims of their actions and of the impossibility
of avoiding infliction of that devastation while
continuing to commit sex crimes.
(2)
A short, simple examination of
the massive array of monitoring, surveillance, investigation, and apprehension agencies, their countless, highly dedicated personnel, and their techniques, including hightech tools, all poised to ensure that no released sex offender will be able to sexually
rooffend, and that. when any move toward
such perpetration is detected, or merely any
attempt is made to evade supervision or
registration, the offender will face immediate
arrest and many years of further incarceration.
Parenthetically, since that two-pronged
program was devised, the profound positive
promise of 'natural desistance' from commission of sex crimes has emerged with full
force.
(Continued on page 8)

(Continued from page 7)
Despite its provisional name, it turns out
that a high degree of inspiration and motivation to adopt the attitudes and behaviors
involved in such desistance can be inculcated through an additional short educational
course primarily based on the reel-life
comparative experiences of released sax
offenders - some of whom have seized the
opportunity that a desistance attitude and
lifestyle provide, and others who either
turned away or failed to master and apply
these attitudes and behaviors. It would be
extremely foolish to fail to include this
'outcome based' study with such greet
promise as a 'third prong' in the short
course I propose. Thus, this too is now a part
of this short-course curriculum.
This overall proposed regimen, easily
designed for maximum impact, combined
with such post-release measures (which, if
only by default, are currently performed
very conscientiously by every police department of any area in which any sex offender
resides or works, or which he frequents),
will ensure nun-re-offense far more effectively than 20 years of M3UP-style
treatment aimed at impossibilities and
ending only in denial of release and in extreme frustration and rage.
I urge every academic researcher, every
advocate for sex-offender reintegration and
against sex-crime recidivism, and every
decision maker in this field to thoroughly
examine this option. And than to militate for
this proposed change at the earliest possible
time. Toward this end, any persons in any of
these categories who see the potential of
this alternative are welcome to contact ma
(Gyros P. Gladden II, 1111 Highway 73, Moose
Lake, MN 55787) at your earliest opportunity.

Psychos from Mars, MN
Attack!

If You Get Out,
Watch Your Back!
There Are Crazies
Out There.
"2 Convicted in Kidnapping, Attempted Murder", by Turn U/san, Du/uth News Tribune
Friday. Feb. 15, 2819, pp.). 4:
'Two Duluth residents were convicted this
weak of multiple felony charges in the case
of a man who was paqued with a padlock,
beaten with nunchucks and left for deed in
the woods lost year.
Netexoha Rae Smith, 35, and Wade Allen
Sorensen, 38, were each convicted in State
District Court of aiding and abetting in four
counts: attempted first-degree murder,

as easily be directed at any of us for any of
our crimes, convicted or merely suspected.
By its statutory practices of publicly accessible sex offender registration and community notification, the State of Minnesota has
painted a bright red bulls-eye target on each
of our books. It is nearly as probable that
police will not rise to our defense if we are
attacked. Therefore, if you get released, I
urge you to take all necessary and prudent
measures to protect yourself.

attempted second-degree murder, kidnapping and third-degree assault.
The charges stemmed from a March 2,
2815, incident reportedly fueled by a belief
that the victim may have sexually assaulted a
child - allegations that were nover legally
substantiated. Authorities said Smith,
Sorensen and others engaged in a vigilante
plot to torture and eventually kill the man,
who suffered multiple injuries but survived.
'(Smith) orchestrated a night of dark
mayhem fueled by a fire of rage,' St. Louis
County prosecutor Vicky Wants said in a
written argument. 'And she did not, as she
insisted, do this on her own. She ignited the
fury of a mob, and used every one of them
for her awn purposes.'
The guilty verdict in Sorensen's case was
returned by a Duluth jury Monday. Smith
opted for a bench trial: 8th Judicial District
Judge Shaun Fluerke announced the guilty
verdict in her case the same day.
According to court documents. Smith asked
the victim to come over to her residence on
the day of the assault. Relieving he had
molested a child. Smith and her niece, Kimberly Jade Needeeu, got him to the ground
using a choking maneuver and hit him over
the head with nunchucks before tying him to
a chair.
Smith left the home and returned later with
Sorensen, Cristy Lynn Tjaden and Duintan
John Mock, according to documents. They
allegedly used a bandana to secure a padlock
in the man's mouth as a gaq and then put him
in Ijaden's vehicle, Tjaden drove the vehicle
around for an hour while they continued to
assault the men, authorities said.
The victim told police that he heard talk of
'finishing him off' and 'disposing' of him
before the assault eventually culminated
near Becks Road and Midway Road, where
the assailants pushed him out of the oar and
rolled him into the woods. The victim reported that Sorensen attempted to slit his throat
but that he was able to avoid it by pushing
his head into the snow.
Sorensen and Mock kicked and stumped an
the back of the victim's neck multiple times
and the man played dead until the assault
ended and the assailants left, according to

court documents. The victim testified that he
was able to slowly inch his way out of the
woods up to the road, where a passing
vehicle stopped to help him.
The victim was taken to St. Luke's Hospital.
He was described as being covered in blood
and lumps, with a swollen face, ligature
marks on his wrists and ankles, yellow plastic rope bound around his wrists and a
bloody bandana and a padlock around his
neck.
Smith's defense attorneys argued that
evidence presented at trial was insufficient
to prove that there was an attempt to kill the
victim. They contended the men's injuries
were not as severe as the assault he had
described, that the victim gave inconsistent
accounts over time and that physical evidence did not support the prosecution's
arguments.
'The accumulated evidence dues not prove
beyond a reasonable doubt that Ms. Smith
meant to do anything besides scare (the
victim).' defense attorney Gerald Wallace
wrote in his closing argument.
Smith's sentencing was scheduled for
March IS; a date was not immediately scheduled far Sorensen.
With the verdicts, four of the five defendants charged in the case have now been
convicted.
Mock pleaded guilty to third-degree assault
and aiding and abetting kidnapping and is
currently serving a 74-month prison sentence.
Neadeau pleaded guilty to aiding and abetting kidnapping and second-degree assault.
She received a stay of imposition that has
her serving one year in jail and ID years of
supervised probation.
Tjaden is scheduled to stand trial March 5
on charges of aiding and abetting firstdegree murder, first-degree assault and
kidnapping."
Editor's End Note: Despite this victims
innocence of the sexual assault that Smith
believed he had committed, this gang earnestly tried to kill him for that reason - and
nearly succeeded in doing so. It is safe to
say that this same vigilante rage could just
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Psychopathy Dubious Validity &
Applicability to
Sex Offenders
Jchu A Fenne/ "Psychopathy Gould Use a
Little Skepticism," 4 Ad/lB Neuroscdviice 14
(No. 2. Apr. 2813)
Text excerpt p. 4: "Unfortunately. [the
analysis by grant /7i/,tett S Agarh817 Huang;
"What We Owe the Psychopath: A Neuroethical Analysis," Ad/IS HeuruscXx'nre 4(2): 3-8
(2813)] simply assumes the existence of
psychopaths. Attention to the research
shows that most efforts to pick out supposed
psychopaths rests on small samples and
infirm methods that lose significance when
analyzed in meta-analyses. Hare's Revised
Psychopathy Checklist (PCL-R), the most
widely used tool for picking out supposed
psychopaths (flare 2098), has two faults.
First, scoring the PCL-R is susceptible to
partisan alliance. Second, the core of psychopathy, the Factor I traits on the PCL-R,
does not appear to predict recidivism.
"The PCL-R is a rating instrument of 29
items scored on a 3-point scale (D, I, 2) for e
INCREOIRLEaaesTollpAuLc TITAN OFTEROfl!

Morel Moinstero

(Continued on page 9)

As a defense attorney litigating for the
release of civilly committed sex offenders, I
have managed to secure the release of
several men labeled as 'psychopaths' by
forensic psychologists. None have recidivatad. Unlike the evaluators paid by the
C
Department of Corrections, my professional
reputation depended upon me understanding
my client's perspective and presenting it
before a jury. A defense attorney cannot
give up and cast off a client into the pit of
the irredeemable. My clients were sometimes hostile, usually misunderstood, and
always scared. Based on the literature
written by the proponents of psychopathy, it
seems I should have encountered someone
like the purported psychopaths described in
"But everyone needs self-control, Dr. Strangelove, just some more than others"
Hare (1994). I never did. 'Herein lies an
ethical lesson, not only for policymakers and
forensic authorities, but for all of us.' (thY/ott diagnoses. In such cases, mental health diagnosis:] "The Criterion A wording,
Good Old Frank! Always good for a scare in his
experts have made a DSM-IV-TR diagnosis of however, was not restored to that used in
day, but now mute testament to the precept that all and Huang supr,a 2013, 7).
paraphilia without providing valid evidence to the DSM-III-R. It had never been anticipated
monsters must eventually be retired and replaced.
justify the diagnosis. Insteed, they infer from that any clinician would interpret the addition
the criminal sexual behavior the existence in of 'or behaviors' in Criterion A as indicating
total range of possible scores U to 40. An
the offender of the requisite 'deviant sexual that the deviant behavior, in the absence of
individual who scores over 30 is typically
arousal pattern' (i.e., recurrent, intense, evidence of the presence of fantasies and
labeled a psychopath (lore 2000). Edges,
sexually arousing fantasies and urges) that is urges causing the behavior, would justify a
fluccacci'ii aodioknsoe (2010) report on a
the defining feature of a poraphilia."
diagnosis of a paraphilia.
study of adversarial experts at sex offender
P. 445; ".We propose the following three-step "The fact that some experts would use a
civil commitment cases in Texas that reprocess to assist in those diagnostic efforts. literal interpretation of criterion A to justify
vealed an average difference of 8 points for
Selling the
First, establish whether a paraphilia is pre- making the parophilia diagnosis based enthe same individual depending on whether
Unrealistic Fear
sent; that is, provide reasonable evidence of tirely on criminal sexual behavior goes
the expert favored or opposed release.
the existence in the offender of the recurrent against both the spirit of the DSM-IV and the
Considering that 33% of the offenders
intense, sexually arousing fantasies (i.e., requirements of the SVP commitment statevaluated fall between S and 38 on the POL
0, an average difference of B points would be Paraphilia Diagnosis mental imagery, that the individual considers utes in which the prior criminal sexual beto be erotic) and urges (i.e., to act on the havior alone is insufficient for finding that
significant in many cases (Edeesstai2UlD).
Does Not Include Vo- fantasies)
that are the sine quo non in para- the offender is a sexually violent predator.
Other studies, including a mete-analysis,
have shown similar, although not as extreme, litional Impairment, philic diagnosis. Second, if a paraphilia is The introduction to OEM-IV-TR states clearly
establish whether the offender's that 'the specific diagnostic criteria included
results (8occa'cci?id Miirrie, 8i7d Tuiviei'
Which Has No Defi- present,
sexually violent crimes occurred as a direct in OEM-IV are meant to serve as guidelines
2008; Coiike and M,thfe 2010; EdnsataL
nition or Measure consequence of that paraphilia. Third, rather to be informed by clinical judgment and are
2010). These discrepancies in scaring the
than assuming that a diagnosis of paraphilia not meant to he used in a cookbook fashion'
PCL-R typically arise in the items associated
with the 'psychopathic personality,' the Excerpts from: Mi'haoI8 Ffr'st 1/tobert Z. implies volitional impairment, present positive (Ref. 5, p. xxxff. The core construct of a
Factor I traits (Ede7sets12010).
I/s/sin "Use of OSM Paraphilia Diagnoses in evidence suggesting whether the offender is, paraphilia, which involves a deviant focus for
"In contrast, the items that measure anti- Sexually Violent Predator Commitment or is not volitionally impaired with regard to sexual arousal, is the historical sine qua non
social behavior, the Factor 2 items, have Cases," 36(4) dcv,'. Am. 4csdPsyth,7try8 committing sex crimes. We acknowledge that of the diagnosis, and is so well established as
higher rates of interrater agreement. More 1sw443-54 (2008) [All emphases supplied] this third step in the process - differentiating to be irrefutable. The fact that a valid diagthose offenders who legitimately lose control nosis of paraphilia cannot be made on the
importantly, a mete-analysis found that it is
the Factor 2 items, not the Factor I items, p. 444: "Of all the disorders included in the from those who simply choose to violate social sole basis of criminal sexual behavior is
that are correlated with recidivism (Yenhz USM-IV-TR, certain of the paraphilias come rules - may be difficult, if not impossible, to clearly stated in the 'Diagnostic Features'
ffyng, 817dCoi'd2019). Since the Factor 2 closest to the typo of sexual psychopatholo- accomplish, [citing: A? /tcgers A? Jackson. section for the paraphilias: 'For Pedophilia,
items are, for the most port, based on past gy defined in the SVP laws, even though none "Sexually Violent Predators; The Risky Enter- Voyeurism, Exhibitionism, and Frotteurism,
criminal behavior, it seems that the has the requisite predisposition to act an prise of Risk Assessment." 33 J Am. Aced the diagnosis is made if the [the fact that
'psychopathy personality' does little to the paraphilic fantasies and urges nor do Psych1vtry9taw523-28 (2005); Lth I/arcs- the] person has acted an theses urges or
predict recidivism. Furthermore, the Factor they involve volitional impairment in doing do. HI 8ornsteIn S IF Ychopp "Decision- the urges or sexual fantasies cause marked
making About Volitional Impairment in Sexually distress or interpersonal difficulty'
2 traits do not predict recidivism any better so.
than traditional instruments based on behav- "We contend that during the process of Violent Predators," 30 1ai.v51/uman8shsw'cr (emphasis added by authors; Ref. 5. p. 568).
adjudication of SVP commitment trials, 587-092 (2908): 85 Srhnsgs, "Volitional Were the criminal sexual behavior itself
ioral measures (Yangsts12010).
profound
and avoidable errors are made by Impairment and the Sexually Violent Preda- sufficient for making the diagnosis of paraThus, the psychopathic personality, when it
SOME mental health professionals who tor," 48 Icvr Forsiis,'Sc/ 801-68 (2003)] It philia there would be no need for input from
comes to predicting and preventing crime,
lacks support. Its distinctive traits are invalidly diagnose paraphilia, assert that is a conclusion to which, we believe, no expert mental health professionals in making the
difficult to measure with unbiased assess- there is volitional impairment hosed solely witness can testify with any degree of certain- diagnosis."
ments. And whatever personality traits the on the fact that the offender has a paraphil- ty and that fact must be plainly stated to p. 450: Step 3: Providing Evidence of
Volitional Impairment
Factor I traits are measuring, they have not ia diagnosis, and thus wrongly claim that the triers of fact."
statutorily defined SVP commitment criteria p. 447: [Referring to the overall definition "Do not assume that diagnosis of a parebeen shown to predict recidivism.
are adequately addressed by the clinical requirements ("criteria" for any paraphilia
(Continued on page 10)
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(Continued from page 9)
philia implies volitional impairment....
'Once a diagnosis of parephilia has been
established (Step I) and ether explanations
for the sexual offense have been considered
and ruled out (Step 2), the next step is to
determine whether, as a result of a mental
disorder, the paraphilic offender has difficulty controlling his impulse to commit future
sex offenses. It is important to understand
that having a diagnosis of paraphilia does not
imply that the person also has difficulty
controlling his behavior...,
While it is true that some individuals with
paraphilia have difficulty controlling behavior
associated with it, many do not. Like most
mental disorders, the severity of a paraphilia
and its associated features can vary widely
between individuals. For some, the parephilic
urges are ego dystenic and result in extreme
shame and guilt when they arise during
sexual fantasies. Others may collect pornographic material thematically related to their
paraphilic urges, which they than use as
sexual stimuli during masturbation. Still
other may cross the line from fantasy to
behavior, acting out their fantasies and
urges with others, but only in situations in
which they have easy access to potential
victims (e.g., a person whose molestation of
children is confined to family members). On
the most severe and would be an individual
who has devoted his life to luring intended
victims and makes no effort to control his
behavior. All of these individuals would
qualify for a OSM-IV diagnosis of paraphilia,
but only a subset might be considered to
have difficulty controlling their behavior due
to the parephilia.
"...[T]here are no established, validated
scientific methods for measuring impairment
in an individual's ability to control his hehavor [citing E.G. Mercado. B.H. Bernstein B R.F.
Schnpp, siipre].
"Case low provides some indications of
what kinds of evidence might be relevant to
an inability-to-control standard - for exam-

p!e, the offender verbally acknowledging that
he cannot control his sexual desires when
'strassod nut,' (in Kansas P. Hsndnik.s')....
However, there is no clear articulation even
in these examples of what qualifies as inability to control. In lieu of a direct assessment
of volitional capacity, many SVP evaluations
have instead focused on the presence of risk
factors that predict future sexual violence.
on the assumption that those who are scored
as being at high risk of sexually reoffending
do so because of difficulty controlling their
behavior. The validity of this approach has
been justifiably criticized [citing: R. Rogers,
B. Jackson, supra]....
pp. 450-51:"...[1-11aving a high risk of
reoffending according to one of these instruments does not also imply that there is a
mental abnormality causing this high risk or
that, oven if caused by e mental abnormality,
there also exists in the offender the requisite
volitional impairment in reference to committing the offenses.
'Ultimately, expert witnesses testifying in
SVP commitment trials must clearly inform
triers that there is no professionalconsensus in the field of mental health concerning what constitutes volitional impairment nor even what constitutes adequate
psychiatric or psychological avidenca of it
...[T]he expert should also inform triers of
fact that even information yielded by scientifically generated actuarial risk-assessment
instruments cannot resolve the question of
volitional impairment.'

with a prison treatment program that is also
consistent with current research end professional standards; and (5) 'sex offenders
should be reassessed once per year to
evaluate progress towards treatment
goals."70"
p. 22: "Wisconsin follows ATSA's recommended treatment practices and only has a
three percent to five percent rate of recidivisni.°07
Notes:
H
Legv. Lilt'. of Pest Audit Comnz
Performance,4udit i?epart Lamed Stats

Spoke from my skull. I dreamed
Romantic facts of musketeers
Foundationed deep, somehow
Ah. but I was so much older then
I'm younger than that now.
Girls' faces formed the forward path
From phony jealousy
In memorizing politics
Of ancient history

Flung down by corpse evangelists
Unthought of, though. somehow
Hasp/tel (feww/izg the fiperatithis aT the Ah, but I was so much older then
Sexual Predatar Treatment Pragp3m Part 2 I'm younger than that new.
8
p.
(Apr.
2015). A self-ordained professor's tongue
http://www.kslpa.org/ossats/files/repurts To serious to fool
/r-15-006.pdf (calculating total number of Spouted out that liberty
residents since 1994 by adding the number of Is just equality in school
residents currently in the SPTP (243), with
the number of residents who have completed "Equality," I spoke the word
the program (3). the number of residents As if a wedding vow
who have died while committed (20), and the Ah. but I was so much older than
number of residents released for legal tech- I'm younger than that now.
nicalities (13); Complaint-Class Action at 1-7.
In a soldier's stance. I aimed my hand
Baker v.Lles1auriar No. B:14-cv-01350-JTMAt the mongrel dogs who teach
KUG (0. Ken. Oct 27, 2314),
Fearing not that I'd become my enemy
http://www.clearinghouse.not/chDacs/publi
In the instant that I preach
c/MH-KS-000I.pdf.
Ass'n for the Treatment of My pathway lad by confusion boats
79
SexualAbusers "Civil Commitment of Sexual- Mutiny from stern to bow
ly Violent Predators" (Aug. 17, 2010). Ah. but I was so much older than
http://www.etso.com/civi I-commitment- I'm younger than that now.
sexually-violent-predators
Yes, my guard stood hard
207
2,916- Performance Audit I/sport;
when abstract threats
supra. Note H. at 10
Too noble to neglect
Deceived me into thinking
I had something to protect

Kansan J.T. Koehie
A True
Revisits Kansas v.
Hendricks' Constitu- Therapy Epilogue Music to Ask
tionality at Present
Yourself by:
Koehls, Just,)re / "Twenty Years after Kansas v. Hendricks: Reforming the Kansas After All This Time,
Sexual Predator Treatment Program Is
What i2loes It All
Crucial to the Future of the Kansas Sexually
Violent Predator Act," 28 Kansas Jour. Of Mean to You Now?
1aw5Pcb/,Polhyl-26 (Issue I. Fall 2010)
pp. 18-19: "For sexual offender civil commitment treatment programs in the United
States, the ATSA recommends the following
list of treatment practices: (I) 'sexual predator assessments should be conducted using
empirically validated risk assessment instruments, measures, and methods'; (2) treatment should be 'consistent with current
research and professional standards [and)
reflect each individual's qualifying mental
disorder(s), relative risk, and oriminogenic
needs'; (3) treatment plans should be individualized to best measure a sex offender's
treatment progress; (4) civil commitment
treatment programs should be supplemented

Good and bad, I define these terms
Uuite clear, no doubt, somehow
Ah, but I was so much older then
I'm younger than that now.

My Back Paqes

By Bob Dylan
Crimson flames tied through my oars
Rollin' high and mighty traps
Pounced with fire on flaming roads
Using ideas as my maps
"Well mouton edges soon," said I
Proud 'nuath heated brow
Ah. but I was so much older then
I'm younger than that now.
Thanks, Bob!

Half-wracked prejudice leaped forth
"Rip down all hate," I screamed
Lies that life is black and white
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[This article excised from TLP Issue 3:3 in the South. Staff workers were accused of
such things as assaulting four-year-olds with
by staff censorswhip.]
swords and curling irons, forcing them in
ritualistic style to consume feces and drink
the blood of sacrificed babies, and molesting
3 Profs Named Mud: them in outer space or on ships at sea
The High Cost of
surrounded by sharks trained to prevent
them from escaping. Meanwhile, by the late
Telling a Very
1880s, a billion-dollar recovered memory
Inconvenient Truth - movement had developed, and diagnoses of
Condemning the Rind multiple personality disorder (MPO) mushStudy to Suppress the roomed. All over the country, women were
entering therapy with vague complaints such
Truth.
as feeling unhappy without knowing why, then
emerging with recovered memories of
Editors Note: Everyone needs heroes or at bizarre childhood victimization - such as
least someone to admire. For me, it's three being sexually assaulted with hardware tools
professors who put their professional repu- or vegetables - sometimes for many years,
tations, even their very careers on the line oven decades, without remembering. Often,
to disprove junk science myths even on a those woman were led to believe that this
subject that most inhabitants of the U.S. at purported victimization had fragmented their
the time held as dear as a religious credo. personalities into a dozen, a hundred, or
They paid the price, even being condemned even a thousand alters.
by Congressional resolution (although their Yet, over time, skeptics emerged - social
discovery should have wan a Nobel Prize) scientists, lawyers, and others who quesand effectively being blackballed from fund- tioned the stories coming from daycare
ing for any further research projects de- cases and therapists' offices. They provided
empirical evidence showing how even bizarre
spite their brilliance.
People unafraid to speak truth to power memories can be implanted, how children
are exactly the kind of heroes that we need. can be manipulated and coerced into telling
Therefore, without more ado, meet your new preposterous stories, how people can be
hereoes through their own words: Three induced to believe they have thousands of
personalities.' Daycare cases ceased;
Profs Named Mud.
convictions were overturned: some of the
MOPE egregious practitioners of MPD theraBruce B/nd /?obert Bauserman, and Phi/4n py were successfully sued for malpractice.
/th* The Condemned Mete-Analysis But few people were willing to critically
on Child Sexual Abuse: Good Science and examine the core assumptions that led to
Long-Overdue Skepticism. Skeptfca//nqud"- these hysterical epidemics: that child sexual
er July/August 2001, pp.88-72
abuse is distinctively horrible (more horrible
than
any other traumatic experience or than
[Transcribed in full]
"In July. 1999, the prestigious journal family pathology), inevitably leaving scars
Psychu/ng,w/ &i//etñi published our review that last throughout life (at least, without
of fifty-nine studies that had examined therapy). It was time to examine those
psychological correlates of child sexual assumptions.
abuse (GSA) (Afyid Tromav/tck and Bauser- Freud was the first to formalize a relationman 1998). We soon achieved on unexpected ship between GSA and psychological maladhonor: our paper was unanimously con- justment In his 'seduction theory,' he
demned by Congress. In the aftermath, claimed that all adult neuroses are traceable
Skeptia/ /nqui'er has published two com- to premature sex with an older person. He
mentaries, one denouncing Congress (Berry based this notion on a dozen or so patients,
anti Berry2000). and the other denouncing whom he pressured to recall seduction
our study (Hagen 2001). We would like to episodes using the same discredited techoffer our own thoughts about this astonish- niques that would later be used in modern
ing story of politics, pressure, end social recovered memory therapy. He soon abanhysteria - the antitheses of critical and doned his theary, and it lay dormant until the
women's movement of the 1970s, where it
skeptical thought.
We conducted our research in the spirit of was revived by advocates and victimologists
scientific skepticism, an attitude sadly miss- who found political and economic value in it
ing in the GSA panic that arose throughout for attacking the 'patriarchy' and increasing
much of the IBBUs and early lBSUs. Begin- B patient base.
ning in 1984, sensational cases of satanic As historian Philip Jenkins (lOBS) docuritual abuse in daycare centers proliferated mented, virtually overnight in the 1970s a
in the U.S., from McMartin in the West, to new orthodoxy emerged, in which GSA was
Fells Acres in the Northeast. to Little Rascals elevated to the most destructive experience

a child could have. Who is a 'child'? GSA
came to include any kind of sexual encounter
between a minor under eighteen and someone five or more years older, And what is
abuse'? Victimolagists began with rape and
incest, but then stretched definitions of GSA
to include non-contact episodes (e.g.. flashing), sex between children of differing ages,
and episodes of mature adolescents willingly
participating in sex with older teens or
adults. Yet they maintained that these encounters were traumatizing, using dramatic
analogies such as slavery, head-on car
crashes, being mauled by a dog, and torture
to convey their belief about GSA's nature.
But sex, in general, is not like being mauled
by a dog or torture, which are always painful
and traumatic. Sex is often just the opposite
- the most pleasurable experience one can
have. It therefore cannot be assumed a
priori that a fourteen- or fifteen-year-old,
for example, will react with trauma rather
than pleasure just because his or her partner is older. In fact, teens of this age often
do not react as the orthodoxy insists they
must as the following example illustrates. It
was related by Dan Savage, in reaction to the
attacks on our study, in his nationally syndicated column. Savage Love" (July 29. 1999):
Why is this controversial? Speaking as a
survivor of GSA at fourteen with a twentytwo-year-old woman: sex at fifteen with a
thirty-year-old men - I can back the researchers up: I was not traumatized by these
technically illegal sexual encounters: indeed.
I initiated them and cherish their memory.
It's absurd to think that what I did at fifteen
would be considered 'child sexual abuse,' or
lumped together by lazy researchers with
the incestuous rape of a five-year-old girl.
Stories like Savage's are far from rare, but
they are never incorporated into victimological models.
Throughout the 1970s, the 'victimologists'
gained power and resources. The Child
Abuse Treatment and Prevention Act of 1974
provided funding to stem the problem of
physical abuse and emotional neglect. By
1379, its focus shifted largely to GSA. Victimology flourished as a result, producing hundreds of studies supposedly verifying GSA
assumptions. But these studies consistently
violated fundamental principles of scientific
methodology in order to reach the expected
conclusions. They mostly used highly unrepresentative clinical case studies, yet generalized with little qualification to the whole
population (external validity bias). Even
though they repeatedly found that people
with a history of sexual abuse often came
from poor or chaotic family and social environments, where physical abuse, emotional
neglect, and delinquency were frequent they
generally ignored or downplayed these
factors, attributing all or most current

adjustment problems to the GSA (internal
validity bias). In noting that GSA was associated with having symptoms of mental distress, they usually failed to indicate to what
degree, leaving the impression that the
'impact is always dramatic (precision bias).
Finally, literature reviews often selectively
cited findings that supported victimological
assumptions, but gave short shrift to contradictory findings (confirmation bias).
Our study was designed to overcome these
biases. To improve external validity, we
examined college samples, far more generalizable than clinical samples (half the U.S.
adult population has had some college). To
improve internal validity, we systematically
examined family environment to see whether
GSA continued to be associated with poorer
adjustment when taking this into account. To
improve precision, we used meta-analysis, a
statistical procedure that transforms statistics from each study into a common metric
indicating the magnitude of association of a
relation of interest, and then combines
these. And to avoid confirmation bias, we
used all relevant quantitative information on
problems of adjustment, rather than selecting only some findings.
We hypothesized that. if GSA is like torture,
and if it produces the lasting effects claimed
by victimologists, then the association between GSA and current adjustment problems
should be large regardless of the population
sampled (even in the relatively wellfunctioning college population), and that this
association should remain robust even after
taking into account other potential causes of
poorer functioning (e.g., family environment).
Moreover, if GSA is as traumatic as being
mauled by an attack dog, then nearly IOU
percent of victims should report that the
experience was negative - indeed. devastating.
However, none of these predictions were
supported. GSA was related to poorer adjustment, but the magnitude of the relation
was small, not large. Family environment
(e.g., physical abuse, emotional neglect)
explained poorer adjustment ten times
better. When we statistically controlled for
the impact of growing up in a terrible family
environment, the relation between GSA and
adjustment often vanished. For males especially. GSA, far from being 100 percent negative, was reported as being mostly positive
or neutral - a major contradiction to the
victimological model. These findings were
not related to the type of sex (e.g., mild
touching versus intercourse), but they were
related to level of force and relatedness child victims of repeated acts of incest, or of
acts brought about by force or threats, did
have more psychological and emotional
problems later in life. But the assumption of
victimologists that all kinds of sexual experi-

(Continued from page 1)
encas in childhood and adolescence have
lasting and inevitably negative consequences
was clearly wrong.
Because many men said that they did not
find child sexual abuse' to be 'abusive,' that
is, harmful or traumatic, and because of
comments by reviewers, the journal editor
handling our paper requested that we reformulate the GSA construct in our final draft.
GSA, as currently defined, had pour construct validity -. that is, being told that
someone was 'sexually abused in 'childhood'
was not enough to predict anything about
that person's reactions or later adjustment.
Constructs in science that are not predictive
are not useful. Therefore, the editor asked
us to redefine GSA, based on our findings.
We complied, suggesting, for instance, that
scientists not use the term 'child sexual
abuse' to include teenagers who consented
and enjoyed the sex. This reformulation both
improved construct validity and occasioned
mural outrage.
Conservative radio bust 'Dr. Laura' attacked us for months on her syndicated
show. The Family Research Council, a conservative Christian advocacy group, muhiized conservative congressmen to pressure
the American Psychological Association
(APA) to repudiate our study. And a recently
formed organization of victimnalugists who
had long advocated the validity of recovered
memories and MPD (they called themselves,
rather grandly, the Leadership Council for
Mantel Health, Justice and the Media) fed Dr.
Laura and the congressmen distortions of
our research that were used as sound bites
in attacking our study and the APA. The most
notorious of these was that 60 percent of
our data came from one single outdated
study. The APA, which initially defended our
publication as a 'good study,' eventually
submitted to pressure and made concessions to the conservative congressmen and
psychotherapists who were so angry. Raymond Fowler, the APA's chief executive
officer, indicated to us that he had no altarnative, because he was 'in hand-to-hand
combat with congressmen, talk show hosts.
the Christian Right and the American Psychiatric Association.' And so the APA issued e
statement condemning child sexual abuse
(as if we had endorsed it!), disavowing the
article, and promising that it would be rereviewed by another scientific organization.
This statement placated Congress, which
praised the APA in the same breath it repudiated us.
And, indeed, our study was re-reviewed by
the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS), America's largest
science organization. The panel found no
fault with our methods or analyses, but

re ported that they did have 'grave concerns' those commentaries, we also addressed (Note: All underlined emphases
added.)

with how our article was politicized and
misrepresented by our critics, whom they
rebuked for violating public trust by disseminating inaccurate information. Our critics,
who were expecting the AAAS to denounce
our study, were notably silent.
We have extensively debunked common
criticisms of our study (see /Fkrd

thoroughly the issue of consent, another
criticism of Hogan's. The primary studies we
reviewed examined 'simple consent,' as
opposed to 'informed consent,' which implies
assent without sophisticated knowledge of
consequences. Simple consent moderated
outcomes in these studies, in our meteanalysis, and has in other research as well.
Trtjprav/tch and Bause,'nran 2000; ,Vfm/ Because of its predictive value, it is a valid
Bausermali and Troincw'tch 201111). We scientific construct. The 'informed consent'
showed that the Leadership Council's cri- argument is a red herring.
tique was little more then a 'kitchen sink' Then bh'gen attacked our use of selfattack, throwing every possible complaint reports, calling them 'notoriously unreliable.'
our way irrespective of accuracy, relevance, Sometimes they are; that's why good interor significance. Advocates of recovered viewers take this into consideration in dememories are not especially known for their signing surveys. But you don't get to dismiss
statistical sophistication and methodological self-reports you don't like and accept the
rigor, and accordingly their complaints ones you do like. Everyone accepted self'
revealed strained attempts to discredit our reports of negative reactions to GSA; why
findings rather than serious efforts to ad- then are self-reports of neutral or positive
vance knowledge. An upcoming issue of react ions the only ones that are 'notoriously
Psychological Bulletin contains another of unreliable?' Does bgan behave that peotheir mistaken critiques, along with our ple's retrospective positive reports of a fine
refutation. None of their objections have yet meal or negative reports of a painful medical
affected our basic conclusions.
procedure are to be dismissed as being
The attacks by conservatives and victimol- unreliable? We doubt it. Nonnegative selfogists, in our view, were all grounded in reports of GSA are highly informative, bemaintaining their strongly held ideological cause they contradict what must be if GSA is
beliefs and, in the case of therapists, their by nature invariably a 'fate worse than
practices. A critique of a different nature, death.'
appearing recently in Ykept,7a/1flqn1"erby Finally, Hsgsiz like ether critics, attacked
Margaret Began (2001), positioned itself as us for our use of mete-analysis, a method,
the view of a true skeptic, one more con- she claimed, that researchers use to build
cerned with identifying problems in our study 'insubstantial mountains out of statistical
that with being politically correct. Hagen molehills,' In fact, our study went in the
certainly diverges from most viotimologists reverse direction, breaking mountains down
in acknowledging her own personal causes: into molehills, rendering her metaphor
that there is an important difference be- miscast. Like others who are unfamiliar with
tween children and teens in matters of sex, this method, she believes that mete-analysis
that cajoling men who are attracted to combines 'apples and oranges' and is blind to
mature teens 'pedophiles' is misleading, and 'good apples and bad apples.' Actually, this is
that U.S. age of consent laws and other age criticism that applies even more strongly to
limits are inconsistent and illoicol. But more traditional qualitative reviews, where
because many of the errors she made in the researcher subjectively compares variinterpreting our article are so common, and ous studies. In mete-analysis, it is possible
so antithetical to true skeptical inquiry, we to test whether combining different
would like to respond to them.
measures (apples and oranges) or good and
First. Began asserted that we politically had studies matters. If it does, the variabilundermined her causes with our 'sweeping ity in results becomes large. That was not a
reformulation' of the CSA construct, which, problem in our study.
she said, was not driven by the findings of Hageix along with many psychotherapists,
our mete-analysis. As we noted, we refor- thinks that, I the final analysis, our study
mulated the nation of CSA as a result of the doesn't tall us much about child sexual abuse
peer-review process, wherein the concern and its aftermath. We disagree. Our study
was with the validity of the construct based brought rigorous and skeptical attention to
on our findings. This 'sweeping reformula- an issue that has spun out of control, into
tion' was thus not to advance some 'socio- what Janhzu (1898) called a 'moral panic.'
political agenda,' as Hagen repeatedly ac- Victimologists are advocates, not scientists.
cused us of doing, but to comply with an There is certainly a place for advocacy, as
Editor's request to advance science. We long as it is not confused with science - and
pointed this out in our commentaries on the as Lung as public policy is informed by the
controversy (see bath Knid at at 2000 best scientific information available, rather
articles); unfortunately, Hogan was not than by unvalidated beliefs, however pasaware of these or had not read them, In sionately held."
2
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